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Abstract—The results of ~100 sessions of sounding of the Earth’s high-latitude (>65° N) ionosphere per-
formed on June 22–23, 2015, at a GPS carrier frequency of f1 = 1575.42 MHz (L1 range, wavelength of
~19.0 cm) in the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC radio occultation experiment are analyzed. The coronal plasma
ejections that reached the Earth’s magnetosphere during this time period provoked a strong magnetic storm
of the G4 class (G4 = Kp – 4), which caused significant f luctuations in radio wave parameters on ionospheric
sounding paths: navigation (GPS) satellites—low-orbit (FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC) satellites. Ionospheric
disturbances in the characteristics of radio waves are shown to be caused by both geomagnetic conditions and the
activity of powerful X-ray flares during measurements. A search for the absorption of decimeter radio waves (wave-
length of ~19 cm) at a GPS carrier frequency of f1 = 1545.42 MHz was carried out. Based on the results of the
FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC data analysis, an integral absorption of ~3 dB of decimeter radio waves was detected
for the first time on the sounding paths in the D and E regions of the Earth’s high-latitude ionosphere.

DOI: 10.1134/S0016793221060050

1. INTRODUCTION
In June 2015, coronal mass ejections (CMEs)

towards the Earth (one main and several small ejec-
tions) occurred on the Sun. This event was recorded by
spacecraft (three satellites Swarm A, B, and C; ACE
(Advanced Composition Explorer) spacecraft), and
ionospheric stations (Reiff et al., 2016; Baker et al.,
2016; Astafyeva et al., 2016, 2017; Mansilla, 2018;
Yasyukevich et al., 2020). The approach of the main
CME to the Earth’s magnetosphere and its interaction
with the shock wave was expected at ~1836 UT on
June 22, 2015, after a weaker shock at ~0540 UT (Reiff
et al., 2016). This event was accompanied by strong
changes in the proton density and the solar-wind
velocity, as well as the (Bx, By, Bz) components of the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Astafyeva et al.,
2017). The magnetometer of the ACE spacecraft
recorded the most powerful solar plasma ejection as an
IMF jump from ~10 to ~40 nT. The Solar Wind Elec-
tron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) instru-
ment detected this outburst by registering a sudden
increase in proton density from ~20 to ~45 parti-

cles/cm3 with a corresponding increase in the solar-
wind pressure to values greater than 50 nPa (Reiff
et al., 2016). Reiff et al. (2016, Fig. 1) give in detail the
geomagnetic conditions during the storm (proton density,
solar-wind velocity and pressure; the Bx, By, Bz compo-
nents, and the angle of the IMF vector) on June 22–23,
2015. The Boyle index, which is associated with the
southward IMF component, sent a “yellow alarm”
(Kp index greater than 4) on June 22 at 0604 UT and a
“red alarm” (Kp index equal to 6 or greater) on June 22
at 1834 UT, just before the collision of the main
plasma ejection with the shock wave (Reiff et al., 2016,
Fig. 1d). Astafyeva et al. (2016) analyzed variations in
the electron density (Ne) and the vertical total electron
content (TEC) for the upper part of the ionosphere at
altitudes of ~460 km (Swarm A and C) and ~530 km
(Swarm B) in the initial and main phases of the mag-
netic storm on June 22–23, 2015, based on data from
the Swarm A, B, and C satellites. A significant day-
time increase in the vertical TEC and Ne was detected
at all latitudes in the initial phase of the storm (~19–
810
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Fig. 1. X-ray f luxes (1-min data, left panel) recorded by the GOES-13 and GOES-15 geostationary spacecraft in the ranges of
0.05–0.40 nm (1, GOES-15; 2, GOES -13) and 0.10–0.80 nm (3, GOES-15; 4, GOES-13) on June 22–23, 2015. Planetary
Kp index values (3-h data, right panel) (URL: ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/warehouse/). 
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21 UT on June 22) and at the end of the main phase of
the storm (~03–05 UT on June 23).

The arrival of the main CME at the Earth’s magne-
tosphere on June 22 at ~1836 UT practically coin-
cided in time with powerful bursts of X-ray radiation
(~1800 UT is the time of maximal X-ray f luxes),
which were recorded by the geostationary satellites
GOES-13 and -15 (Fig. 1, left panel). Figure 1 shows
that the maximal f lux values in the ranges of 0.05–
0.40 and 0.10–0.80 nm exceed their background val-
ues by ~3 and ~2 orders of magnitude, respectively.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the values of the plan-
etary Kp index, which characterizes the geomagnetic
conditions during the storm on June 22–23, 2015. These
values were taken from the space weather data archive
(URL: ftp://ftp.swpc.noaa.gov/pub/warehouse/).

Radio sounding of the Earth’s atmosphere and ion-
osphere with aid of satellite-to-satellite communication
lines by using the high-orbit (GPS/GLONASS) and
low-orbit satellites was previously carried out in various
combinations, e.g., GPS-MICROLAB, GPS-GRACE,
GPS/GLONASS-METOP, GPS-CHAMP, GPS-
FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC, and others. The experi-
mental results have been analyzed in detail (Yakovlev
et al., 2014; Gorbunov, 2017; Yakovlev et al., 2019).
For the global study of the Earth’s atmosphere and
ionosphere in radio occultation experiments of the
FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC mission, signals from GPS
navigation satellites located in orbits with an altitude of
~20200 km above the Earth’s surface are used. The receiv-
ers installed on six small FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC satel-
lites (their orbital altitude is ~800 km) record the eikonal
(phase path) and radio wave power at two GPS carrier
frequencies of f1 = 1575.42 MHz (L1 band, wavelength of
GEOMAGNETISM AND AERONOMY  Vol. 61  No. 6 
~19.0 cm) and  f2 = 1227.6 MHz (L2 band, wavelength of
~24.4 cm) as a function of time. The vertical velocity
of the perigee of the radio ray when the FORMOSAT-3/
COSMIC satellites are behind the planet is ~2 km/s.
This value is many times higher than the characteristic
velocities of the layers in the Earth’s ionosphere and
atmosphere. Since the typical duration of a radio
occultation session is about 2 min, the satellite radio
hologram contains an almost instantaneous image of
the environment state in the studied area. With the
known ballistic data of satellites and analysis of the
changes in the eikonal (or phase) of the signal, it is
possible to determine the impact parameter of the ray
trajectory and the refraction angle of the radio ray.
Next, various methods based on the Abel transform
are used to determine the vertical profiles of the elec-
tron density in the ionosphere and the refractive index
in the neutral atmosphere of the Earth (Liou et al.,
2007). This is the traditional method for the recon-
struction of the characteristics of the probed medium.
It uses the geometrical optics (GO) approximation
without allowance for diffraction effects. In GO, the
vertical resolution is determined by the minimum ver-
tical distance at which the Fresnel volumes of two
physical rays do not intersect with each other and
become distinguishable. Thus, the vertical resolution
of the GO method corresponds to the size (diameter
df = 2rf) of the first Fresnel zone df = 2rf = 2(λD)1/2 ~
1.5 km, where λ ~ 20 cm is the wavelength of the
sounding signal and D ~ 3090 km is the distance from
the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC satellite to the planet’s
atmospheric limb. When calculating the D value, we
took into account that the average radius of the Earth
is ~6370 km, and the height of the perigee of the radio
ray in the ionosphere is ~100 km.
 2021
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Studies of small-scale structures at high latitudes of
the Earth’s ionosphere are of great practical interest
for radio communication and navigation, and they are
also important for the analysis of the space weather
dynamics. Sporadic E layers are known to be very thin,
dense layers of increased ionization in the Earth’s ion-
osphere at altitudes from ~90 to ~120 km. The theory
of the formation of sporadic E layers at middle lati-
tudes by means of wind shear has been confirmed in
many studies. The wind-shear mechanism is less
effective at high latitudes of planet than at the middle
latitudes, because here the magnetic field is directed
almost vertically to the local horizon. Therefore, the hor-
izontal structure of plasma in the E and D regions of the
aurora is determined by the spatial distribution of solar
sources of particle precipitation (Gubenko et al., 2018).

We used radio occultation measurements to study
sporadic E layers in the Earth’s ionosphere. The
parameters of the ionospheric layers were determined
via analysis of the vertical profiles of the eikonal varia-
tions and the received signal intensity. This made it
possible to estimate the spatial displacement of spo-
radic E structures relative to the perigee of the ray tra-
jectory, to determine the inclination angles of the lay-
ers relative to the local horizon, and to find the actual
heights of the layers (Pavelyev et al., 2012, 2015).
Using inclined sporadic E layers as a detector, we
developed a new method to reconstruct the character-
istics of small-scale internal waves in the planet’s ion-
osphere (Gubenko et al., 2018; Gubenko and
Kirillovich, 2019, 2020). This method is based on the
fact that an internal wave propagating through an ini-
tially horizontal sporadic E layer leads to turning of its
ionization plane parallel to the wave phase front. The
developed method makes it possible to study the rela-
tions between internal waves and sporadic E structures
in the ionosphere and it also significantly expands the
capabilities of traditional radio occultation monitoring
of the Earth’s atmosphere and ionosphere (Gubenko
et al., 2018; Gubenko and Kirillovich, 2019, 2020).

Research of the absorption effects of radio waves in
the Earth’s ionosphere is very important to ensure the
uninterrupted operation of radio communication and
navigation systems. The potential ability to determine
the absorption in the atmosphere and ionosphere of
the planet was discussed earlier (Liou et al., 2007;
Pavelyev et al., 2009, 2015; Wickert et al., 2004). Using
analysis of altitude variations in the amplitude and
phase of the radio occultation signal (L1 range, wave-
length of ~19.0 cm), Pavelyev et al. (2015) found inte-
gral absorption from ~1 to ~4 dB of decimeter radio
waves below ~15 km in the Earth’s troposphere. How-
ever, at present, there are no radio occultation data on
the absorption of decimeter radio waves at carrier GPS
frequencies (wavelengths of ~19.0 and ~24.4 cm) in
the Earth’s ionosphere.

In this paper, we analyze the radio occultation
measurements of the eikonal and power of signals
GEOMA
received by the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC satellites in
order to search for the absorption of decimeter radio
waves (L1 range, wavelength of ~19 cm) in the Earth’s
high-latitude ionosphere during a magnetic storm in
June 2015.

2. SELECTION OF SESSIONS
OF THE FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC 

SATELLITE MISSION AND ANALYSIS 
OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this study, the results of processing (Level 1b and 2)
of the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC mission radio occul-
tation measurements obtained at the Taiwan data
center (http://tacc.cwb.gov.tw) are used as the ini-
tial information for the analysis. To solve this prob-
lem, ~100 sessions of radio occultation measure-
ments on June 22–23, 2015, were selected from the large
FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC database. The selected
measurement sessions were performed at latitudes of
~65°–88° N and covered an altitude interval of ~50–
110 km. Each of the analyzed sessions contained the
dependences of the eikonal and signal power (L1 range)
on the ray perigee altitude (Level 1b) and also had a
vertical electron density profile (Level 2). The accu-
racy of the reconstruction of the electron density is of
~104 cm–3, and its values are given with a vertical step
of 2.5 km (an estimate of the vertical resolution). A
measurement sampling rate of 50 Hz corresponds to a
time resolution of 0.02 s for eikonal and signal power
data. The processing of these measurements included
smoothing of the experimental data over 15 points
with the moving average method. With a sampling rate
of 50 Hz and a vertical ray velocity of ~2 km/s, we find
that the data smoothing interval is of ~0.6 km. Since
this value is significantly less than the vertical resolu-
tion (~1.5 km) of the GO method, the data after
smoothing retaine all information about the vertical
small-scale structure in the Earth’s ionosphere.

The goal of this work is to study disturbances in the
E and D regions of the Earth’s high-latitude iono-
sphere during a strong geomagnetic storm based on
FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC radio occultation mea-
surements from June 22 to June 23, 2015. With allowance
for the effect of geomagnetic conditions and X-ray f luxes
on the ionosphere, this period can be divided into three
time intervals. The first interval starting on June 22 at
0000 UT and ending at 1630 UT of the same day is a
quiet geomagnetic period, the end of which precedes
the onset (~1630 UT, Fig. 1) of powerful X-ray bursts
and the arrival (~1836 UT) of the main CME at the
Earth’s magnetosphere. This quiet period is character-
ized by low background values of X-ray f luxes and low
geomagnetic activity with minimal changes in the
IMF characteristics (Reiff et al., 2016). The second
time interval (beginning June 22 at 1630 UT and end-
ing June 23 at 0200 UT) is a period of powerful iono-
spheric disturbances caused by both the main phase of
the magnetic storm and powerful bursts of X-ray
GNETISM AND AERONOMY  Vol. 61  No. 6  2021
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Fig. 2. Altitude profiles of the normalized signal power (P) measured by the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC-6 satellite on the eve of
the main phase of the magnetic storm on June 22, 2015, and the refractive attenuation profiles (X) reconstructed from the eikonal
data. 
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fluxes. The third time interval (from 0200 UT to
2400 UT on June 23) is characterized by insignificant
fluctuations of the eikonal and signal power during
sounding sessions of the Earth’s ionosphere. The
beginning of this interval coincides in time with the
end of powerful X-ray bursts (Fig. 1, left panel). Here,
we observe a sharp decrease in proton density to ~5–
10 cm–3 with a corresponding decrease in pressure to
~5–10 nPa (Reiff et al., 2016; Astafyeva et al., 2017).
Starting from this moment in time, the IMF Bz com-
ponent sharply decreases to –27 nT and remains neg-
ative until ~0530 UT on June 23 (Astafyeva et al.,
2017). The analysis shows that the third time interval is
a quiet period without intense f luctuations of radio
waves during ionospheric sounding, although the val-
ues of the planetary Kp index during this period were
notable (Fig. 1, right panel). It should be noted that a
significant number of the sessions selected for analysis
GEOMAGNETISM AND AERONOMY  Vol. 61  No. 6 
were performed within the first and third time inter-
vals. The perturbations of the vertical profiles of the
normalized signal power on sounding paths in the E
and D regions in the Earth’s ionosphere are insignifi-
cant for these measurement sessions. Typical exam-
ples will be considered below in Fig. 2.

Studies (Yakovlev et al., 2014; Gubenko et al.,
2018; Gubenko and Kirillovich, 2019) have shown that
there is a relationship between the power (PL) of the
radio occultation signal received on a LEO satellite,
the refractive attenuation of radio waves (X), and the
acceleration (aψ) of the eikonal (phase path ψ):

(1)

where p0 is the impact parameter of the radio ray, LL
and LG are the distances from the receiver (L) and
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814 GUBENKO et al.
transmitter (G) to the ray perigee point, respectively,
and L0 is the distance from the transmitter to the
receiver along a straight line (Yakovlev et al., 2014).
Figure 2 shows typical altitude profiles of the normal-
ized signal power (P) measured by the FORMOSAT-3/
COSMIC-6 satellite before the main phase of the geo-
magnetic storm on June 22, 2015 and the refractive
attenuation profiles (X) reconstructed from signal
eikonal data with the use of expressions (1). The ana-
lyzed sessions of radio occultation measurements in
the Earth’s ionosphere were performed on June 22,
2015, at 1219 UT (upper panel) and 1408 UT (lower
panel) in a quiet geomagnetic period (first time inter-
val), on the eve of powerful X-ray bursts and before
arrival of the main CME at the planet’s magneto-
sphere. The curves in Fig. 2 were obtained via smooth-
ing of the experimental data over 15 points with the
moving-average method. As discussed above, the data
smoothing interval is ~0.6 km, although the vertical
resolution of the GO method is ~1.5 km. To find the P
dimensionless value, the PL power of the signal
received on the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC-6 satellite
was normalized to the average value of the power (P0)
of radio waves at altitudes over 300 km, i.e., P = PL/P0.
The numbers of low-orbit (FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC)
and navigation (GPS) satellites, the date and time of
the measurement session, and the coordinates (lati-
tude and longitude) of the sounded area are shown
above each part of Fig. 2. To estimate the f luctuation
levels in the analyzed power profiles P(h), we used the
S4-index, which is defined as the standard deviation
normalized to the average signal power (Yasyukevich
et al., 2020). The values of the S4-index for profiles
P(h) analyzed in Fig. 2 were found to be ~18% (top
panel) and ~10% (bottom panel). The analysis showed
that the profiles of power P(h) and refractive attenua-
tion X(h) for sessions of the first interval (quiet geo-
magnetic period) demonstrate weak disturbances in
the E and D regions (50–100 km) of the Earth’s high-
latitude ionosphere. Thus, the S4-index values did not
exceed ~20% for all power profiles P(h), which were
obtained from radio occultation measurements per-
formed within the first time interval.

Based on the analysis of radio occultation data, it is
difficult to determine the beginning of a magnetic
storm. It should be noted that f luctuations in the
power P(h) and refractive attenuation X(h) of the radio
occultation signal increase strongly starting with the
beginning of powerful bursts (~1630 UT on June 22,
Fig. 1) of X-ray radiation in the Earth’s ionosphere. It
is known that a powerful and sharp burst of X-ray f lux
can be a time stamp for the study of solar f lares
(Hocke, 2008). The GOES-13 and GOES-15 satel-
lites, which are located in geostationary orbits, contin-
uously measure solar X-ray f luxes in two wavelength
ranges: the first range is from 0.05 to 0.40 nm, and the
second range from 0.10 to 0.80 nm. Figure 1 shows that
a sharp increase in X-ray f luxes (~1000 times for the
range from 0.05 to 0.40 nm, and ~100 times for the
GEOMA
range from 0.10 to 0.80 nm) occurs on June 22 during
a short time interval of 1630–1800 UT. The moment
of the X-ray burst at ~1800 UT on June 22 is clearly
determined by the time of the maximum of the X-ray
flux. The data analysis shows that the Ne electron den-
sity in the Earth’s ionosphere increases to values of
~105 cm–3 or higher for those radio occultation ses-
sions in which the measurement time practically coin-
cides with the time of the most powerful X-ray burst
(~1800 UT, Figs. 1, 3, and 4).

The two vertical profiles shown in Fig. 3, P(h) and
X(h), were obtained from radio occultation measure-
ments performed on June 22 at 1730 UT (left, second
time interval) and on June 23 at 0203 UT (right, third
interval) in the Earth’s high-latitude ionosphere. Mea-
surements related to the profiles on the left side of Fig. 3,
were performed ~1 h after the beginning (~1630 UT)
of powerful X-ray bursts and ~1 h before the arrival
(~1836 UT) of the main CME at the planet’s magne-
tosphere. These measurements are affected only by
X-ray bursts; they are not affected by the geomagnetic
conditions of the main storm phase. The S4-index
value for the analyzed P(h) variations shown in Fig. 3
(left, panel a) was found to be ~28% at heights (~80–
100 km) of the transition zone from the E to D region
of the Earth’s high-latitude ionosphere.

An isolated sporadic E layer with a vertical size of
~2.0 km was observed at a ray perigee altitude of
~93.7 km (Fig. 3, left, panel a). It has a typical
U-shape, which was previously reported in (Zeng and
Sokolovskiy, 2010), with oscillations (wave optics
effects) above and below the defocusing region caused
by the interference of the direct and refracted rays at
the layer boundaries. As can be seen, the results of
reconstruction of the refractive attenuation X(h) by the
GO method (Fig. 3, left, panel b) are in good agree-
ment with the power P(h) values, but without oscilla-
tions at the layer boundaries. Computer-simulation
data (Zeng and Sokolovskiy, 2010) and radio occulta-
tion studies (Gubenko et al., 2018; Gubenko and
Kirillovich, 2019, 2020; Pavelyev et al., 2012, 2015)
show that the altitude position of the electron density
maximum in the ionospheric layer practically coin-
cides with the minimum position of the refractive
attenuation of the sounding signal. During radio
occultation of the Earth’s ionosphere, the wave vector
is parallel to the ionization plane of the sporadic E
layer. The propagation of radio waves through its cen-
tral part (maximum of the electron density) then leads
to strong defocusing of the rays, while the passage of
waves through the layer edges leads to their focusing.
Obviously, the vertical resolution (~2.5 km) of the
electron density profile (Fig. 3, left, panel c) is insuf-
ficient to describe the structure of a thin layer in the
ionosphere, since the altitude of the refractive attenu-
ation minimum (~93.7 km) does not coincide with the
altitude of the electron density maximum (~92.5 km)
and differs from it by ~1.2 km.
GNETISM AND AERONOMY  Vol. 61  No. 6  2021
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Fig. 3. Altitude profiles of normalized power P(h), refractive attenuation X(h), and electron density Ne(h) obtained from radio
occultation data of the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC-6 satellite in the ionospheric region with coordinates 76.2° N; 58.08° E (left)
at 1730 UT on June 22, 2015, and in the region with coordinates 88.25° N; 176.6° E (right) at 0203 UT on June 23, 2015.
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Fig. 4. Altitude profiles of normalized power P(h), refractive attenuation X(h), and electron density Ne(h) obtained from radio
occultation measurements of the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC-6 satellite in the region with coordinates 78.1° N; 65.02° E (left) at
1702 UT on June 22, 2015, and of the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC-1 satellite in the region with coordinates 78.03°N; 96.65°E
(right) at 1914 UT on June 22, 2015.
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The other two profiles P(h) and X(h) in Fig. 3
(right, panels a and b), which were obtained from
measurements at the boundary between the second
and third time intervals, demonstrate very small dis-
turbances on the sounding paths of the ionosphere.
This indicates a calm state and the absence of any
influence of geomagnetic conditions and X-ray bursts.
The S4-index value for variations in power P(h) at alti-
tudes of ~75–95 km (Fig. 3, right, panel a) was found
to be less than ~10%. Based on the data in Fig. 3, a lay-
ered structure with a vertical size of ~8 km is observed
in the Earth’s ionosphere at altitudes above 83 km.
This isolated ionospheric layer has a typical U-shape,
and the altitude of the electron density maximum
(~89.0 km) is equal to the altitude of the minimum of
the refractive attenuation of radio waves, which con-
GEOMAGNETISM AND AERONOMY  Vol. 61  No. 6 
firms the results of previous studies (Gubenko et al.,
2018; Gubenko and Kirillovich, 2019, 2020; Pavelyev
et al., 2012, 2015).

The vertical profiles P(h) and X(h) in Fig. 4 were
obtained from radio occultation measurements per-
formed on June 22 at 1702 UT (left, second interval)
and 1914 UT (right, second interval) in the Earth’s
high-latitude ionosphere. Measurements related to
the profiles on the left side of Fig. 4 were performed
~0.5 h after the onset of powerful X-ray bursts and
~1.5 h before the main CME arrived at the planet’s
magnetosphere. These measurements can be affected
by X-ray bursts and are not affected by the geomag-
netic conditions of the main phase of the storm. Note
that the two sessions of radio occultation measure-
ments presented in Figs. 3 (left) and 4 (left) are practi-
 2021
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cally coincident in time and space. The separation in
time and space between the measurement sessions was
small and less than ~30 min and about ~200 km,
respectively. Radio waves in the measurement sessions
were received by the same low-orbit satellite FOR-
MOSAT-3/COSMIC-6, while the signal transmitters
were located on different navigation satellites GPS-08
(Fig. 3) and GPS-22 (Fig. 4). The calculation shows
that the sounding paths in the Earth’s ionosphere were
located rather close to each other in these two sessions.
Thus, the divergence angle of the paths at the signal
receiving point on the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC-6
satellite is only ~3.73°, which leads to a path diver-
gence of ~200 km at the planet’s limb and ~1900 km
near the orbits of the GPS-08 and GPS-22 navigation
satellites. Nevertheless, there are dramatic differences
in the behavior of the P(h) and X(h) profiles for the
measurement sessions considered here. The level of
f luctuations at altitudes from ~80 to ~100 km for the
P(h) profile in Fig. 4 is significantly higher than that
for its analog in Fig. 3. A distinctive feature of sound-
ing of the area with coordinates 78.1° N and 65.02° E
is that the average signal power drops to ~0.5 (– 3 dB)
at an altitude of ~90 km and remains at the same level
with decreasing altitude (Fig. 4). The vertical profiles
of the electron density and its maximal values of ~1.3 ×
105 cm–3 (Fig. 3, left, panel c) and ~3.9 × 105 cm–3

(Fig. 4, left, panel c) also strongly differ for the indi-
cated measurements.

We suppose that a possible reason for such signifi-
cant differences is the local nature of the powerful
X-ray f luxes during measurements. This can lead to
(a) excessive ionization in certain regions of the
Earth’s ionosphere and the appearance of horizontal
gradients, (b) failure to fulfill the condition of local
spherical symmetry of the medium during its probing,
and (c) multipath and violation of the conditions of
geometric optics. An argument in favor of the point (a)
is the strong difference in the vertical electron density
profiles for the indicated sessions of radio occultation
measurements. Violation of the conditions of geomet-
ric optics and multipath may be indicated by an obvi-
ous discrepancy between the measured power profile
P(h) and the refractive attenuation profile X(h) recon-
structed with the GO method from the eikonal data
(Fig. 4, left, panels a and b).

The measurements related to radio occultation
profiles on the right side of Fig. 4, which were per-
formed on June 22 at 1914 UT (second interval),
demonstrate strong ionospheric disturbances caused
by the effect of both the main phase of the magnetic
storm and powerful f luxes of X-ray radiation. As can
be seen from the presented data, during radio sound-
ing of this region (78.03° N; 96.65° E) of the Earth’s
polar cap (ray descends from top to bottom), the
power of decimeter radio waves first decreases to
~0.1 (–10 dB) at altitudes from 101.5 to 90.3 km, then
increases to ~0.5 (–3 dB), and then remains at the
same level as the altitude decreases. Analysis of the
GEOMA
two profiles of refractive attenuation X(h) in Fig. 4
(panels b) shows that the average value of X is X = 1.0
(0 dB). This means that there is practically no regular
refractive attenuation of radio waves in measurement
sessions at altitudes above 50 km. Therefore, we sup-
pose that the attenuation of average signal power
P(h) observed in Fig. 4 may be associated with the
absorption of radio waves in the lower ionosphere of
the Earth during a geomagnetic storm.

Gorbunov (2017) noted a small atmospheric
absorption (up to –1 dB) of radio waves, which can be
noticed at GPS frequencies according to the data of
radio occultation measurements. The absorption of
radio waves in the polar cap caused by solar-wind par-
ticles (protons with energies of tens of MeV) and auro-
ral absorption associated with precipitation of elec-
trons with energies of 20–100 keV are a characteristic
feature of the Earth’s high-latitude ionosphere and are
often observed during geomagnetic storms. During the
period of solar f lares directed towards the Earth,
which manifest themselves in the form of a sharp
increase in X-ray f luxes, ionospheric disturbances are
indicated by an increased level of ionization in the D
and E regions (Bryunelli and Namgaladze, 1988).

We reliably detected the absorption of signals in the
L1 range in two sessions (Fig. 4) of FORMOSAT-3/
COSMIC radio occultation measurements in the E
and D regions of the Earth’s high-latitude ionosphere.
In one of them, the integral attenuation of the radio wave
power reached –10 dB, and then returned to –3 dB
(right, panel a). In another measurement session, it
was –3 dB (left, panel a). Using the vertical profiles of
the integral signal absorption and solving the inverse
problem, one can determine the altitude profiles of the
absorption coefficient (Z) of radio waves and can esti-
mate the effective collision number (ν) of an electron
per unit time in the Earth’s lower ionosphere (Kolosov
et al., 1969).

The absorption of radio waves in the Earth’s iono-
sphere is caused by collisions of electrons with ions
and neutral molecules. For this reason, part of the
energy imparted by the electromagnetic field to the
electrons is spent on an increase in the energy of the
chaotic motion of plasma particles and leads to its
heating. At each impact, the electron on average trans-
fers to the ion or molecule the momentum mdr/dt,
where dr/dt is the ordered velocity of the electrons
under the action of the field. If ν is the effective colli-
sion number of an electron per second, then its
momentum per unit time changes by the mνdr/dt
value. The change in the momentum of an electron
due to collisions is equivalent to the action of a certain
frictional force.

Assuming that the radio wave frequency of ω = 2πf
satisfies the inequality ω2  ν2, the following estimate
of absorption coefficient Z of radio waves was obtained
by Kolosov et al. (1969):
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(2)

where m is the electron mass, e is the electron charge,
and c is the speed of light. Ne is expressed in cm–3, ν is
in s–1, and f is in Hz. If the f lux of radio waves during
their propagation through the ionosphere experiences
absorption, then the normalized power P of the signal
at the receiving point will be equal to (Kolosov et al.,
1969):

(3)

In this expression, integration from hmin to hmax is
performed along the path of the probing radio ray. As
can be seen from formula (2), to estimate the ν param-
eter, it is necessary to know the vertical profile of the
absorption coefficient and the electron density distri-
bution over the altitude. The solution of the inverse
problem of the signal-power absorption with expres-
sion (3) allows the determination of the vertical profile
of the absorption coefficient of radio waves Z(h).
Next, it is easy to find the vertical profile of the ν
parameter in the Earth’s lower ionosphere using for-
mula (2) with the available Ne(h) profiles (Fig. 4, pan-
els c) and the Z(h) dependences obtained from the
solution of the inverse problem.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Approximately 100 sessions of FORMOSAT-3/

COSMIC radio occultation measurements during the
magnetic storm on June 22–23, 2015 in the Earth’s
high-latitude ionosphere were processed and ana-
lyzed. Ionospheric disturbances in the characteristics
of radio waves are shown to be caused by both geomag-
netic conditions and the activity of powerful X-ray
flares during the measurements. The sessions of radio
occultation measurements performed after the begin-
ning (1630 UT on June 22) of powerful bursts of X-ray
radiation or during the main phase of a geomagnetic
storm are characterized by increased levels of ioniza-
tion in the D and E regions of the planet’s iono-
sphere. Here, the maximal values of the electron
density exceed ~1.3 × 105 cm–3 and can reach values
of ~3.9 × 105 cm–3 (Figs. 3 and 4).

A search for the absorption of decimeter radio
waves (wavelength of ~19 cm) at a GPS carrier fre-
quency of f1 = 1545.42 MHz was carried out. Accord-
ing to the results of the FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC
data analysis, the absorption of decimeter radio waves
in the D and E regions of the Earth’s high-latitude ion-
osphere was detected for the first time. It was found
that the absolute value of the integral absorption on
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the radio occultation sounding paths is ~3 dB in an
altitude range of ~50–90 km and, in some cases,
reaches ~10 dB at altitudes of ~90–95 km. The prac-
tical significance of the study of the absorption effects
of radio waves in the ionospheric D and E regions is
associated with ensuring the uninterrupted operation
of space radio communication and navigation systems.
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